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Deliberative Probe 1: Reflexive/Personal Writing1 

Due to my Digital Dropbox2 by 5pm, Wednesday, 9/20 
 
 
My position in the following pages functions,  
therefore, both as personal reflection and  
as representative of a certain way of analyzing  
the world. I have attempted to let the narrative  
reflect this dual condition. 
--Elizabeth Klaver, “Autopsy: A Context,”  
Sites of Autopsy in Contemporary Culture (24). 

 
 
In coming to terms, you need both to give a text  
its due and to show what uses you want to make  
of it. You are not simply re-presenting a text  
but incorporating into your own project as a writer.  
You thus need not only to explain what you  
think it means but also to say something  
about the perspective from which you are  
reading it. 
--Joseph Harris, “Coming to Terms,”  
Rewriting (12). 
 
 
In this first probe, I am asking you to re-examine your thoughts regarding our shared texts about 
writing, anatomy, autopsy and dissection, and pay close attention to your experiences during the 
research tutorials in Lilly Library and the History of Medicine Collection. Your writing should use 
the practices and theories of dissection/anatomy to reflect upon practices and theories of 
academic writing and research. 
 
To that end, I offer some questions to prod your thinking: 

 How is the art of research like the art of anatomy or autopsy?  

 What are ways in which doing research helps an academic writer see into his/her own 
writing project? 

 What are some anatomical practices that reflect scholars‟ interactions with texts in a library 
and how do they recall such interactions? 

 In what ways might a research essay about anatomy reflect anatomical practice(s)—in 
organization, selection of imagery, tone? 

 

                                                 
1 My thanks to Dr. Michelle Strano for her feedback regarding the form and content of this assignment. 
  
2 Under “Communication” on our course‟s Blackboard site you should find a link for “Groups” where your 

particular section is highlighted and made available for you to complete the “File Exchange.”   

 

 This writing should be a minimum of 
three and a maximum of five pages in 
length and given a title.  

 Refer to Trimmer‟s Guide to MLA 
Documentation for citation formatting 
(both within the paper and for a Works 
Cited page).  

 You may experiment with layout and 
spacing (review page six of the syllabus 
for specifics of formatting). However, 
be prepared to explain your choices to 
your reader (within the text itself or in a 
footnote). 

 Pages six and seven of the syllabus 
detail how to upload your papers to my 
Digital Dropbox and to File Exchange. 

o If you are the “point person” 
for 9/21 it is your writing that 
will be workshopped. To the 
end, do  not forget to upload 
all of your drafts of this 
assignment to File Exchange. 
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The course readings for the first three weeks of class were chosen to give you a brief glimpse inside 
the theory and history of anatomical art and practice. I also selected pieces on the form and function 
of composition practices in the medieval period (Carruthers and Ziolkowski) and today (Harris) with 
specific examples of reflexive writing (Klaver, Roach) as a way to acknowledge the presence, 
motivations, and analytical approach of the researcher. Our two site visits—Lilly Library and the 
History of Medicine Collection—were arranged so you could explore how these archives organize, 
display, and make knowledge available to a researcher. 
 
Since individual perspective is central to your writing in this probe, you are strongly encouraged to 
use first-person and to experiment with organizational strategies, visual texts, and “terms of art” 
(Harris 28-32). Keep in mind, however, that you are still required to support your observations and 
cite your sources. This is not an opinion piece. If this kind of writing is unusual or unfamiliar to you, 
I encourage you to start drafting right away (especially after our trip to Lilly on 9/7), to devise your 
own writing group among your peers to discuss and review drafts, to visit the Writing Studio for 
brainstorming assistance, and/or to meet with me during office hours. 
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Deliberative Probe 2: Historical Writing3 
Due to my Digital Dropbox4 by 5pm, Wednesday, 10/18 

 

In the course of an ambitious piece of writing,  
you are likely to forward the work of others in  
multiple and overlapping ways: to call on some texts  
as sources of authority, to draw on others for examples,  
to borrow ideas or extend phrasings from still others.  
And this does not begin to consider the ways in which  
you will also probably need in the same piece to come to  
terms with or counter yet other texts.              
-- Joseph Harris, “Forwarding,” Rewriting (49)       What does it mean to represent the past? How have   

politics shaped traditions of representation? What are  
the appropriate objects of historical analysis (whether from 

the perspective of the art, literary, or social historian)?  
Who are the subjects of history – and are they agents or 

subjects only? How can the representational tactics of  
scholars across disciplines restore and enable historical 

agency? To what extent is history writing itself an 
exercise in history making? 

Countering looks at other views and texts not as wrong     -- Della Pollock, “Making History Go” (3-4) 
but as partial—in the sense of being both  interested  
and incomplete. In countering you bring a different set  
of interests to bear upon a subject, look to notice what others  
have not. Your aim is not to refute what has been said before,  
to bring the discussion to an end, but to respond to prior views 
 in ways that move the conversation in new directions.  
-- Joseph Harris, “Countering,” Rewriting (56) 
 
In this short essay you will dissect two authors‟ approaches to historical analysis, paying particular 
attention to shared and conflicting texts, references, and assertions, discussing how each scholar 
counters previous knowledge and forwards his/her own ideas. Conclude by identifying two 
provocative ideas, keywords, and/or arguments—one from each source—and describing how you 
might forward and/or counter those observations in your final project. 
 
All students have two options for sources to use when writing this probe. 

 

Option 1 : Select two class readings from between 9/7 and 10/12 that share a set of texts or 
fields of inquiry.  
 
Option 2: Select two secondary sources about your particular topic/text/figure. 

                                                 
3 My thanks to Drs. Matthew Brim and Michele Strano for feedback regarding the form and content of this assignment. 
  
4 Under “Communication” on our course‟s Blackboard site you should find a link for “Groups” where your particular 

section is highlighted and made available for you to complete the “File Exchange.”   
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MECHANICS 
 

 This writing should be a minimum of three and a maximum of five pages in length, typed, pages 
numbered, and titled (beyond “Probe 2”).  

 

 In this writing limit your use of first-person. 
 

 You are required, for both options, to make use of two sources and your use of their texts should 
be cited appropriately.  

o Review, as needed, the “Quotations: Some terms of art” section of Harris (28-32). 
o Refer to Trimmer‟s Guide to MLA Documentation for citation formatting (both within the 

paper and for a Works Cited page).  
 

 Continue experimenting with layout and spacing (review page six of the syllabus for formatting 
specifics).  

o Keep your tone more detached and analytical (as compared with Probe 1). 
o Be prepared to explain your visual choices (if they are unusual) to your reader (within the 

text itself or in a footnote). 
 

 Pages six and seven of the syllabus detail how to upload your papers to Digital Dropbox and to 
File Exchange. 

o If you are the “point person” for 10/19 it is your writing that will be workshopped. To 
the end, do not forget to upload all of your drafts of this assignment to File Exchange. 

o When you save your document (before uploading it), be sure to adhere to the naming 
format discussed in the syllabus: “lastname.assignmentname.draftnumber.doc” (e.g. 
“James.Probe2.D4”). For the last probe some of you titled the document in this manner 
only when you listed the name on Blackboard but the actual “.doc” title was often either 
“Probe 1” or the title you had given the essay overall. 
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Deliberative Probe 3: Building a Theory5 
Due to my Digital Dropbox6 by 5pm, Monday, 11/6 

 
 

 
In this essay,  

you will analyze  
your selected 

figure/text/practice 
in order to develop 

a theory about  
dissection, anatomy,  

or autopsy. 
 
 

 
 
In persuading your reader to accept your theory 
you will need to:  
1. forward: use your observations about 

your selected figure/text/practice to  
illustrate your theory and discuss one  
out-of-class source that authorizes  
your observations, AND 

2. take an approach: use at least one in-class 
reading to demonstrate how your theory 
echoes an approach (to dissection, anatomy,  
or autopsy) taken by another scholar. 

 
 

This writing requires  
both your  

original thought and  
your acknowledgement of  
and close analytical work  

with sources that  
confirm and extend  

your theory. 
 

                                                 
5 My thanks to Drs. Betsy Verhoeven, Matthew Brim, and Michele Strano for feedback regarding the form and content of 

this assignment. 
  
6 Under “Communication” on our course‟s Blackboard site you will find a link for “Groups” where your particular section 

is listed and made available for you to complete the “File Exchange.”   

Theory 

4.  a. A scheme or system of ideas or statements held as an 
explanation or account of a group of facts or phenomena […]. 

5.  […] Systematic conception or statement of the principles of 
something; abstract knowledge, or the formulation of it:[…]. 

6.  […] A hypothesis proposed as an explanation; […]; an idea 
or set of ideas about something; an individual view or notion. 

(Oxford English Dictionary) 
 

 
The moment a person forms a theory, 
his imagination sees in every object 

only the tracts which favor that theory. 
 

Thomas Jefferson, 
Letter, September 20, 1787 

The Papers of Thomas Jefferson (159). 

To make new knowledge your examples need raise problems 
for your theory. It has to turn out, for instance, that the images 
of women in fashion magazines don’t jibe entirely with the ideas 
of John Berger. And then as a writer you need to come up with 
some ideas of your own about both how to read those images and 
how to rewrite Berger in order to better account for them. 

Joseph Harris, “Taking An Approach,” Rewriting (74). 
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MECHANICS 
 

 This writing should be a minimum of three and a maximum of five pages in length, typed, 
pages numbered, and titled (beyond “Probe 3”).  

 

 In this writing, first-person use is welcome. Use Harris‟ “Taking An Approach” chapter as a 
guide for how you address your audience as you acknowledge influences, merge and diverge 
from those influences and turn approaches on themselves. 

 

 You are required to make use of a minimum of three sources and your use of these texts 
should be cited appropriately.  

o Review, as needed, the “Quotations: Some terms of art” section of Harris (28-32). 
o Refer to Trimmer‟s Guide to MLA Documentation for citation formatting (both within 

the paper and for a Works Cited page).  
 

 Continue experimenting with layout and spacing (review page six of the syllabus for 
formatting specifics). Be prepared to explain your visual choices (if they are unusual) to your 
reader (within the text itself or in a footnote). 

 

 Pages six and seven of the syllabus detail how to upload your papers to Digital Dropbox and 
to File Exchange. 

o If you are the “point person” for 11/7 it is your writing that will be workshopped. To 
the end, do not forget to upload all of your drafts of this assignment to File 
Exchange. 

o When you save your document (before uploading it), be sure to adhere to the naming 
format discussed in the syllabus: “lastname.assignmentname.draftnumber.doc” (e.g. 
“James.Probe2.D4”).  
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Final Integrative/Curatorial Project: The Exhibition7 
 

Each piece of writing this semester has asked you to approach the course topics—anatomy, autopsy, 
and dissection—from varying standpoints.  

o Reflexive writing required ―meta‖-analysis about a subject, producing writing that reflects its 
subject (in both content and form).  

o Historical writing required thinking in relation to a selected topic, producing writing that 
engages in conversation with larger disciplines.  

o Theoretical writing required negotiating hypotheses, producing writing that stakes an original 
claim born out of close reading of a text coupled with acknowledging influences of other scholars. 

 

For the final assignment, you will write an essay as part of an anticipated public exhibition of student 
projects. This essay will incorporate approaches from all previous probes (it may include actual text 
from those drafts) in an original work that discusses your research topic in relationship to the main 
terms of the course: anatomy, autopsy, or dissection. 
 

Each Writing 20 class section will give its exhibition an overarching title and will decide specifics of 
essay formatting and exhibition presentation during the class meeting on Tuesday, November 14. 
See the MECHANICS section at the end of this handout for some basic details. 
 

This handout gives you the schedule of writing and revision for the rest of the semester. For each 
date when there is a draft due, I have given you a particular writing task for that draft. You will be 
responsible for crafting not only that draft but responding to the work of a peer so please read the 
schedule carefully. You‟ll notice that there are two sets of dates (November 20, 21 and November 
30, December 1) where formal class meetings are replaced by small group and then pairs 
conferences with me. I will bring the signup sheet for these dates to class on November 14.  
 

2nd ½ of Week Eleven: Approaching Anatomy at the Centuries’ Turns  
 

TH 11/9 NO FORMAL CLASS MEETING. Use this time for library research. If you  
want to do research in the History of Medicine Collection, please contact Suzanne 
Porter in advance (porte004@mc.duke.edu OR 919.660.1143) 

 

Week Twelve: Revision as Rebirth 

Assignment for 11/14: Review at least one online (see the External Links page on the course  
BB site) and one on-reserve exhibition catalog (in Lilly: Writing on Hands, The 
Quick and The Dead, Anatomy Lessons, The Physician’s Art, among others) noting 
the content, layout, and function of extended curatorial entries. Be prepared 
to discuss your texts and its features in-class. 

 

Suggested Reading for 11/14: 
 Chapter 5, “Revising,” Harris from his Rewriting (pgs. 98-123) 

 

T 11/14 In-class discussion: The exhibition‟s organizing theme(s) and form(s). 
 

                                                 
7 My thanks to Drs. Matthew Brim, and Michele Strano for feedback regarding the form and content of this assignment. 
  

mailto:porte004@mc.duke.edu
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Writing for 11/16: Draft 1 of Exhibit Entry.  
Start with the (wh)Y incision. List all of the questions you received in response to Probe 3 from 
your peer reviewer(s)—also include any that you have thought of since writing that probe. 
Then, underneath these questions, write two to three ¶s (they can be revisions of ¶s from 
Probe 3) of the central connection(s) between a term (or more than one) of the course and 
your text/topic.  
 

All students should select the work of one of the point persons listed below and give about a 
¶ of response about how the writer has or has yet to answer  the “so what” question in their 
draft.. All students‟ writing is due to File Exchange by 5pm, Wednesday, 11/15. Bring a hard 
copy of  your draft to class along with your peer response. 
 

Point Person Volunteers for 11/16: 
Students in all sections working with figures/texts/objects 1850-2006.  

 

TH 11/16 In-class workshops on Draft 1 
 

Week Thirteen: Revision as Revolution 

Writing for 11/20 or 11/21: Draft 2 of Exhibit Entry 
Frame the historical context. For this draft, make a new document, integrating the paragraphs 
from draft 1 with an additional about five to six ¶s of historical information and context 
about your topic/text. Peer reviewers, selected by the whims of the small-group conference 
schedule, should be prepared to give the writer three questions that you have about the 
draft. 
 

Depending on conference schedule, your draft is due to your section‟s File Exchange by 5pm, 
Sunday, 11/19 or 5pm Monday, 11/20. Bring hard copy of  your writing to small-group workshop 
with peers and instructor. Also bring a hard copy of  your ¶ of  peer response to the drafts submitted 
by your assigned small-group. 

 

M  11/20  Small-group workshops on Draft 2.  
T 11/21 Small-group workshops on Draft 2. NO FORMAL CLASS MEETING. 
  

TH 11/23 NO CLASS—THANKSGIVING BREAK 
 

Week Fourteen: The Exhibition as Academic Anatomical Theatre  

Writing for 11/28: Draft 3 of Exhibit Entry 
Sketch a bigger picture. For this draft, make a new document that integrates and extends the ¶s 
from both Drafts 1 and 2. Make particular note of any gaps or leaps you feel you are making 
between sections, assertions, ideas.  
All students should select the work of one of the point persons listed below and focus your 
feedback (at least one ¶ of  written response) on how they might fill in the gaps or bridge the 
leaps between sections, assertions and ideas as they identified them in Draft 3. All students‟ 
writing is due to File Exchange by 5pm, Monday, 11/27. Bring hard copy of  your draft to 
class along with your peer response. 
 

Point Person Volunteers for 11/28: 
Students in all sections working with figures/texts/objects 1100-1650.  

 

T 11/28 In-class workshops on Draft 3 
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Writing for 11/30 or 12/1: Draft 4 of Exhibit Entry 
The Devil’s in the details. For this draft, revise with an eye towards how you might fill  the gaps or make 
the leaps you identified in Draft 3. For your revising pairs‟ conference, selected by the whims of the 
conference schedule, each person should be prepared to read from these revisions.  No extra written 
response work is required; however, bring a hard copy of  your draft as well as your partner‟s draft 
(both found on File Exchange). 
 

Depending on the conference schedule, your draft is due to your section‟s File Exchange by 5pm, 
Wednesday, 11/29 or 5pm Thursday, 11/30. Bring hard copy of  your writing to small-group 
workshop with peers and instructor.  

 

TH  11/30  Revising Pairs conferences on Draft 4. NO FORMAL CLASS MEETING. 
F 12/1 Revising Pairs conferences on Draft 4. 
 

Week Fifteen: Dissecting Anatomy 

T 12/5 Exhibition planning.  
 

TH 12/7 Exhibition.   
LAST DAY OF SECTION MEETINGS FOR THE SEMESTER 
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Important End-of-the-Semester Dates 
 
Thursday, December 7 @ class time: Each section will present (i.e. make available in either hard 
copy or online form) final curatorial/integrative projects. All students from all sections are invited. 
Sections meet from 10:05am-11:20am (Art Building 112); 11:40am-12:55pm (West Duke 100); 1:15-
2:30pm (Blackwell 124; this is a residence hall on East). During this class period, students will also 
bring their anatomical archives to class for instructor review. 
 
Friday, December 8 @ Midnight: Final date/time I will accept your “Anatomy of Academic 
Writing” (see handout under “Course Information” on BlackBoard). Upload a copy to your 
section‟s File Exchange space.   

 
Important Final Project Reminders 

 
As the time for the completion of your final projects draws near, I wanted to offer a list of 
reminders to consider as you rewrite and edit your drafts. 
 
1. Acknowledgements. Some of you started to include these in your final probe and for your final 
project I am sure your list of collaborators and responders (from instructor, proofreaders, to Writing 
Studio tutors, to in-class and out-of-section peers) is growing. I expect to see some kind of 
Acknowledgements (on its own page, or as footnote found early in the paper, or included in specific 
footnotes as appropriate) in the final draft of your final project. 
 
2. Footnotes. Formatting: If you are working in Microsoft Word, remember that you can use the 
REFERENCE tool that can be found on the INSERT menu. This will format footnote numbering 
and placement; however, it does not provide the proper indentation or spacing for MLA. The 
number for footnotes should be tabbed over one space (about half an inch) and then all 
corresponding lines after the first should run all the way to the left margin. Also, text is single-
spaced within the note and double-spaced between notes.  
 

     Footnotes. Content: In MLA circles, footnotes are used as a supplement to in-text 
parenthetical citations. You can also think of them as a way of offering supplemental information to 
a reader. If you find that you have a point, illustration, or observation that does not fit within the 
body of your piece but you still think would be useful for a reader to know, put that information in a 
footnote. 
 
3. Nomenclature.  

 All century designations should be spelled out:  nineteenth not 19th. 

 Give your projects a title!  

 Watch out for grand phrases offered without specific context (“throughout history,” “since 
the dawn of time,” “ over the course of human history”) and the invocation of the vague 
“people” or “society.” We have discussed at many times during the semester about how 
writing history tends to objectify individual bodies, places, and practices … these wording 
choices contribute to such objectification.  
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 Remember to include full names of scholars/sources when first invoked within your prose. 
You might also consider giving your reader a sense of who they are (Medieval historian 
Katherine Park, journalist Mary Roach, etc.). 

 
4. Citing Sources. If you are working within a format that does not follow the typical essay 
structure, be certain to conform to expected rules of citation. I have found myself repeating 
corrections to parenthetical documentation and works cited entries throughout the semester. Your 
grade on this project will take into account your citation practices. In this vein, I offer the following 
reminders: 

a. Be careful in your use of quotations especially if you use a source which itself cites another 
source/author. I found a few examples of this kind of double-citation in some Draft 2s that 
were not been marked as, for example, “qtd. in Cregan.” In the bullets below, I offer two 
examples of how you might address this issue in the revising process, especially if you are 
experimenting with format in your final project. 
  “When discussing the female corpse displayed on the dissecting table of Vesalius‟ Fabrica, Cregan 

cites a reading of the image made by sex and gender historian, Thomas Laqueur. He writes, “she 
comes out at us from a place of the picture […] an assertion of male power to know the female 
body and hence to know and control feminine Nature” (qtd. in “Blood and Circuses” 55). 

  “Harper’s Weekly may have summed up the new links made between body and mind best when it 
wrote: „the budding athlete, as he measures his biceps and notes a fraction of an inch of increase, is 
really measuring his mind also‟” (qtd. in Hatt 59). 

 
b. MLA rules for parentheticals remain even if you are experimenting with non-traditional 

formats. If you are working with one source throughout a number of paragraphs, that source‟s 
fuller citation must be included at the beginning of each new paragraph. So you can begin one 
paragraph that cites Sawday throughout with the parenthetical (Sawday pg#) and then, when 
you begin the next paragraph that also cites the same Sawday source, your first parenthetical in 
that paragraph must also include (Sawday pg#). 

 
c. If you find that multiple sentences within one paragraph are concluding with a parenthetical 

reference, you might review your sentence structure and the way you are integrating your 
source material into your own text (or not). You might consider telling your reader, overtly, 
within the prose, whose previous scholarship you are appealing to your paper and why. 

 
d. Wikipedia is not an acceptable secondary source document for information. There are many 

reasons why but I will only mention two here. 1) The information it provides, since authored 
collectively but often anonymously, cannot be verified to standards that other academic 
authors must adhere to before their work is published. 2) As a student at Duke, you have 
access to a wealth of secondary sources via a database bursting with reputable and vetted 
authors. You need to learn to explore these depths rather than grasp the easily culled yet 
problematically created Wikipedia. 

 
5. Images: Appearance and Citation. Most of you have mentioned your intention to include or 
are already including images in your final projects. Since these are projects completed for educational 
purposes, you may scan images from print sources for use. MLA rules regarding “illustrative visual 
material” are as follows: 
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photograph[s], map[s], line drawing[s], graph[s], or chart[s] should be labeled Figure (usually 
abbreviated Fig.), and assigned an arabic numeral, and given a title or caption. A label and 
title or caption ordinarily appear directly below the illustration[…]. (136) 

 
If you scan images from another print source they should be cited in the same manner you would a  
quotation (see Fig. 1). The phrase “rpt.” in these example figure notations stands for “reprinted in.”  

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
If you cut and paste jpg or gif images from an online source, they too should be cited in a manner 
similar to a quotation but including the web address in the figure notation (see Fig. 2).  
 
A final note about images, try to be consistent with name, titles, dates as possible; however, if you 
find such consistency impossible, discuss discrepancies in naming/dating within your piece. In other 
words, if the three secondary sources on Vesalius you have consulted each give a different spelling 
of, publication date for, and titles to images within De Humani Corporis Fabrica, tell your reader these 
variety of titles, spellings, and dates are reflected in your work because you want to highlight the lack 
of standardization inherent within early printing and publishing practices. Or, if you choose one 
spelling/publication date that you have seen repeated in two sources yet contradicted by a third, you 
should say that you have chosen to create or adhere to one name/date to avoid confusion. This is 
information that could appear in a footnote. 
 
6. Works Cited and List of Illustrations/Figures.  Most book-length texts which include a 
number of images (like Sawday‟s The Body Emblazoned) include a “List of Illustrations” or “Figures” 
listing. This is like a table of contents for the images which are then cited more fully next to each 
image (see #5). Since you will have provided this kind of information next to/near each figure you 
include within your paper you do not have to provide a separate list of illustrations/figures. You do 
need to include the sources of your images/figures; however, in your Works Cited page. So, if you 
take only images but not text from the Dream Anatomy website, you still need to list that webpage 
within your works cited page according to MLA format. 

 

 

Fig. 2. A skeleton with a covering of tendons. 
Charles Estienne artist and Étienne de la 

Rivière anatomist, woodcut from Estienne‟s 
La dissection des parties du corps humaini (Paris, 
1546); rpt. in National Library of Medicine, 

Dream Anatomy web gallery (9 Mar 2004) 
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/exhibition/ 
dreamanatomy/da_g_I-A-3-03.html. 

Fig. 1. François Jollat after Charles Estienne 
“Dissection of a Man,” woodcut from Charles 
Estienne De dissectione partium corporis humani 
(1545); rpt. In Kemp and Wallace, Spectacular 
Bodies (Berkeley, U of CA P, 2000) 35. 
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7. Block quotes: Rules and Rationale. I mention this specific type of quotation because I have 
noticed them in a number of drafts. According to MLA rules, a quote must be “blocked” off if it 
runs for four lines of regularly margined typeset. “Blocked” in this sense means the quote should be 
set off from other texts by a left margin of a half an inch—usually one push of the TAB button—
and double-spaced throughout. MLA also indicates that block quotes are not framed by quotations 
marks and the final punctuation mark comes before the parenthetical reference. 
 
For example, if my previous sentences were part of a block quote appearing with the body of a 
regularly formatted print essay, they should be formatted as follows: 
 

Block quotes. I mention this specific type of quotation because I have noticed them in a 

number of drafts. According to MLA rules, a quote must be “blocked” off if it runs for four 

lines of regularly margined typeset. “Blocked” in this sense means the quote should be set 

off from other texts by a left margin of a half an inch—usually one push of the TAB 

button—and double-spaced [or according to the main text‟s spacing format] throughout. 

MLA also indicates that block quotes are not framed by quotations marks and the final 

punctuation mark comes before the parenthetical reference. (Odendahl-James 3) 

You also want to notice how, when and why you are using lengthy direct quotations not just in 
terms of their format. According to Harris‟ suggestions in “Quotations: Some Terms of Art,” block 
quotes are “used when you need to quote several lines form a work, but also, an more important, as 
a form of emphasis, as a way of saying that this is a text that you, as a writer, plan to return to and 
work more with” (Rewriting 29). Be sure that you interrogate your rationale for block quotes as well 
as conforming to MLA rules regarding their appearance. 
 
8. Length & Page numbers. If you are producing a hard-print copy of your project, do not forget 
page numbers. Remember the target length of these projects is between six and ten pages of prose 
(if presented in typical Microsoft word format with 1-1.25” margins, double-spaced, 12-point 
typefont) or between ten and fifteen “meaty” prose-filled slides (if presented in the context of a 
PowerPoint presentation). 
 
 


